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Dear parents, carers and friends,
I hope this newsletter brings a smile to your face at this
challenging time.
It feels more important now than ever before to share with
you some snippets of life in school during the earlier part of
this term. Our enrichment days were a real highpoint of the
term and I am sure you will enjoy reading about the special
activities that went on in school during the week.
It has been heartening to receive so many messages of
support from families, colleagues and governors. Thank you
all.
I am immensely proud of the team effort and how, in true
Valley-style, staff have worked relentlessly to maintain
some normality for those children who are in school and to
keep contact and share information for those of you who
are at home.
We are missing seeing the children, parents and staff but
look forward to having everyone back in school safe and well
at some point in the future.
Keep safe and take care everyone.
All my very best wishes
Debbie Thompson

Class 1

We have been very busy this term, our topics have been Superheroes, and
‘Muck, Mess, Mixtures and Minibeasts’. We have had lots of fun playing and
exploring. This is what we have been up to.

Literacy
During our Literacy sessions we have carried out work on ‘Supertato’ and ‘The
Hungry Caterpillar’. Our friends from Fledglings Nursery joined us in some of
our ‘Supertato’ activities exploring and tasting different vegetables and we even
rescued a pea stuck in jelly. We have also loved listening to the ‘The Hungry
Caterpillar’ where we experienced the caterpillar growing from small too big and
transforming into a beautiful butterfly. As part of this, we were given the
opportunity to taste and feel many different foods that the hungry caterpillar
eats in the story.

Mathematics
This term we have been focusing on time and then money. Some of the children
had lots of fun experiencing how long 1 minute felt like. This involved building a
tower as high as you could in a minute and we played a robot game, where the
children had to build a robot in 1 minute. We then moved on to learning about
money and its value. We have had a role play shop area where we have had
pretend money so we could pay for food items. This prepared us for our trip to
the shop on Fountains Lane. During this visit to we matched the things on our
shopping list to the items in the shop. We have also been counting to 5 by
singing familiar nursery rhymes such as 5 Little Speckled Frogs and 5 Little
Ducks.

Physical
In our PE sessions we have been doing gymnastics in the hall which has been lots
of fun. We have been balancing, rolling and climbing on our climbing frame. We
have also taken part in a weekly sensory circuits in the hall, which has helped us
to learn to take turns and work on our physical skills. Some of us also got the
chance to go swimming in our hydro pool. They had lots of fun splashing and
singing and doing the actions to songs in the pool. We have all become a lot more
confident in the water which has made us all feel proud.

Creative
This term we have been very creative in the class, painting, gluing and printing.
We have also taken part in a weekly music session, the big drum was the classes
favourite instrument. We have also been getting creative by sticking and gluing
our own shopping lists to take with us to the

Fountains Lane shops. We have made our own super hero mask and we have been
looking at different bug pictures and we have used lots of bright and
interesting colours to paint our bugs. We have also been making mother’s day
cards for our wonderful mummies.

Understanding The World
In Science this half term we have been looking at things that are wet and dry.
We have been exploring this with many different materials one of which is sand,
seeing how different sand is wet compared to dry, and we have seen which sand
is best to build a house with. We have also been going on a creepy crawly bug
hunt in the big playground to look for all different types of bugs. We also had
an exciting visitor in school who showed us lots of different creepy crawlies.
We have had a good look and we have also got to touch the bugs to see how they
feel!

We also had an exciting trip to the Over dale site to have a superhero party.
We had lots of fun playing and eating party foods, and it was nice to make new
friends.
This term we are saying goodbye to one of our long term TA’s Harriet who is
leaving to start her new job. We wish her lots of luck for the future and will
miss her very much.
We would like to thank all of you for all of your support this term. We know
that this term came to a swift end which has been hard for everyone. I am sure
you are all doing a fabulous job at home and they are all loving spending lots of
time with you. We will stay in touch through class dojo and we will contact you
regularly. If you need any support please do not hesitate to contact us either
through class dojo or by contacting the school. We really miss you all and hope
you all have a lovely Easter. Hope to see you all again soon. Love from all the
Class 1 team.

Class 2

In Class 2 we have been very busy this term, we welcomed Halima to our team and
we have had a lot of fun playing and exploring. Our topics have been Superheroes
and Muck, mess, mixtures and mini-beasts. Here are a few of the things we have
got up to:

Literacy
During Literacy we have shared two sensory stories, last half term we were
reading Supertato and this half term we it’s been Beetle in the Bathroom. The
children had to try and help save Supertato from the Evil Pea and explored all
different kinds of vegetables. Whilst reading Beetle
in the Bathroom we have been looking at different
types of insects and discovering where they are
hiding in the bathroom. We have all loved getting to
feel different objects from the stories, especially
playing with the creepy crawlies in different
textures.

Mathematics
In Maths this term we have been experiencing and learning about counting with
number songs and rhymes. We loved the Five Little Speckled Frogs song and
played with frogs jumping in and out of a pool while we counted.

We have then been learning about money, we have been shopping in Bramhall to
buy our snacks.

Physical Development
Everybody has enjoyed going swimming with Maggie, Liz and Stella. The water is
always lovely and warm and the only tears we have had are when it is time to get
out.
Theo is like a little fish…we think he is in training for the Paralympics! He has to
splash us all for the first five minutes before he gets down to some serious
training in wriggling from his front to his back, chasing frogs round the pool and
playing water polo. We are all thoroughly exhausted by the time we’ve finished!
The trampoline has been a favourite with everybody this term. Here are Amy Rose
and Rameen enjoying having a bounce with Judith.

We do our stretches and standing every day in class, here is Henry on his wedge
playing with Stella and Tilly with the iPad camera!

Understanding the World
Our Science work has taken us outside exploring the school garden and
playground areas for mini-beasts. We had a bug hunt when we found worms
and wood lice as well as snails and centipedes. We used magnifying glasses
to get a close up and watched them crawling around in a tray back in the
classroom.
We had a visit from ‘Wild Science’ a company that brings animals and
insects into school. We were able to hold snakes, spiders and other insects.
We liked the snake best.

Expressive Arts and Design
We have been busy with all sorts of messy mixtures – cornflour, cream, shaving
foam and food colouring. Here is Evie enjoying squirty cream.

Jack also enjoyed feeling the different textures of gloop and instant whip.
Amelia enjoyed making a collage for our train display with cellophane and glue. She
loved the sound and feel of the crinkly yellow cellophane.

We hope you all have a lovely Easter despite the current restrictions.
We look forward to seeing you all again in the not too distant future.
Lots of love from all of us in Class 2.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Class 3
Spring has sprung in Class 3!
We have been busy working on our IEP targets and our topic work
Our topics for this term have been “Pirates” and “Growing Plants” and we had
Enrichment all about “Trains!”

Literacy
Recently we have had great fun searching for the golden underpants in our
sensory story of ‘Pirates Love Underpants’. We also loved dressing up as Pirates
to tell the story.
We have enjoyed sharing the sensory story of the “Little Seed” every Monday
morning with Becky Kate.
Class 3 have been improving writing and mark-making skills using a variety of
materials, for example making patterns in rice, shaving foam and flour. Rabia,
Declan and Harry have also been working on pencil skills using pens,pencils and
crayons to mark make , copy letter shapes and patterns and colour in.

Maths
We have been learning about numbers through number rhymes and songs linked
to our two topics – we have been learning about Space and Position during our
Play in the hall sessions with Becky Kate. During topic maths we have explored
2D shapes particularly square, triangle, oblong and circle and completed lots of
sorting for and matching these shapes.

Physical
What an active time Class 3 has had during Spring term!
The children have taken part in regular physical activities like standers, walkers
and tummy time on the floor.
We have also had allocated times in the SI room, VAMP group and daily Sensory
Integration.
Our main physical activity has been Warm Water swimming and Harry and
Declan have also been horse riding this term. Both these activities have proved
to be very popular!!

Creative
In Art and Craft we enjoyed making lots of Pirate pictures and hats. We also
made Mother’s Day cards.
In Music we took part in a Sound Story using musical instruments to help to tell
the story of “Jack and the Beanstalk.”

Enrichment Week was very popular with the topic being based around “Trains”.
The children had much fun making, decorating and playing with all different
sorts of trains and also having sensory massage. Some of us even were able to
go for a ride on a model steam train at South Park. This was very thrilling and
enjoyed by all!!!

Knowledge &
Understanding of the World
This term we have been investigating floating and sinking through Science
experiments – we may have got very wet, but we loved the ‘hands on’
experiences especially Professor Harry!
We have also been learning about plants we can eat and have planted seeds to
look after in Science and have also tasted, touched and smelt different types of
edible plants during “Food Therapy.”

We have had a very busy term unfortunately cut short by COVID-19, however
keep safe and we will stay in touch and in the meantime we wish you all a very
happy Easter!
Love from All the Class 3 Team xx

Class 4
Another brilliant term in Class 4! We have enjoyed 2 fun-filled topics: Pirates
and Growing (plants). We have learnt some great new skills (including laminating!)
and we are becoming increasingly tolerant of our friends in class.
We have had to say goodbye to Byrney who has been in Class 4 for many years
so we will miss her very much! We have also welcomed Becky to the team.

Literacy
In Spring 1, we loved reading ‘Pirates love underpants’ and exploring the props,
particularly the green slime as the swamp the pirates had to wade through on
their quest. We all managed to survive our Pirate experience by feeding the
shark so it didn’t eat us and managing not to fall off the plank! This half term,
our story was called ‘The little seed’. We enjoyed exploring different seeds as
we learnt about how they grow into beautiful flowers with multi-sensory
resources.

Mathematics
This term, we have continued our work on counting up to 5. Last half term, we
enjoyed counting pirates into the ship and coins into the treasure chest. More
recently, we had fun spraying numbered beans and attaching pegs to laminated
flowers with different numbers of petals.
We have also been learning about measurement. We enjoyed using scales to
learn about weight, as well as feeding the big and small monsters with fruit and
vegetables of different sizes to see who had the biggest mouth!

Physical Development
Last half term we completed a Pirate themed obstacle course in the hall, which
involved walking the plank and crawling through the cave in search of the
treasure. More recently, we have enjoyed a weekly trike session in the hall.
Everyone did brilliantly with their pedalling but now we need to work on
steering, as it did end up feeling a bit like ‘bumper cars’!
We also enjoyed our weekly walks around Bramhall and we look forward to
continuing with these soon, all being well.

Understanding the World
We have been very busy in Science since Christmas. In Spring 1, we had great
fun investigating which toys sink and which float, whilst getting very wet! This
half term, we have enjoyed exploring a range of edible plants, including fruit,
vegetables and herbs. We loved digging up potatoes and carrots, as well as
peeling and chopping fruit and vegetables.

In RE, we have been learning about places of worship. Some of us were able to
visit the synagogue and we also enjoyed exploring Jewish traditions through a
sensory session. We lit the candles on the menorah, dressed up and explored
some instruments that are used in worship.
ICT has also been a big hit this half term. We enjoyed playing timing games on
the Interactive Whiteboard, which involved waiting for a character to appear or
move into the right position before pressing the screen.

Expressive Arts and Design
We love getting messy in Class 4 and have produced some masterpieces in Art
and Design and in Design and Technology this term. We made treasure chests
and pirate spy glasses in Spring 1 and enjoyed printing with fruit, vegetables and
leaves in Spring 2.
Enrichment week was a great success and we thoroughly enjoyed creating train
tracks with different resources, including small trains and big wheels. We also
loved travelling by train to different rooms around school!

~~~
We hope you are enjoying precious family time in the midst of all of the
uncertainty at the moment. We look forward to things returning to normal soon
but in the meantime, look after yourselves and have a Happy Easter.
Best wishes from the Class 4 Staff Team: Penny, Diane S, Diane W, Ghazala,
Becky & Ellie.

Class 5
It’s spring time and in Class 5 we have been hard at work learning all about
Pirates and Growing - edible plants. We have also spent time working on our IEP
targets. Enrichment had a focus about trains and was good fun. This was
especially great because we had the opportunity to go on a real steam train. Also
Michelle our speech and language therapist has been supporting us with our play
and communication skills which has helped us with choosing and making decisions.

Literacy
We have really enjoyed the book ‘Pirates love underpants’ and this included got
dressing up as pirates and exploring lots of resources from a discovery box.
Some of us have been practicing our phonics trying to hear and identify sounds
in familiar words. Also we had lots of fun exploring different ways we can make
marks and hold writing tools. After that we focussed on a book called ‘Plant a
rainbow’. Our related activities included planting seeds and watering our class
plant every day during circle time. Arta and Allan both loved helping Sarah and
Carolyn pour water into the soil to help the plant grow.

Mathematics
In maths we have used a range of games and apps in relation to shapes and
positioning on the iPad and have worked hard at our turn taking and waiting
skills. We made lots of use out of our new white room to help us work on our
numbers and counting activities. A highlight of our maths work was during
enrichment week - the corridor was made into a large train station. We had so
much fun counting the lines and using the station office to collect our tickets
ready to go on a train ride. Also Arjuna loved decorating and eating his number
train biscuit.

Physical Development
During Friday mornings, some of us have had a weekly hydro session whilst the
rest of us have been working hard in the hall learning to ride bikes, or use our
arms and legs to pull/push ourselves around on scooter boards. Allan had a great
time with Umaira riding on a bike together and Connor loved using the scooter
boards for pulling and pushing. Some children have been riding and developing
their confidence around horses.

Expressive Arts and Design
In art and design, we have been hard at work carrying out a range of activities
for our classroom display related to Pirates. This has involved following
instructions and matching or grouping colours together and tearing tissue paper
to decorate our underpants pictures. We dressed up as characters from the
book ‘Pirates love underpants’ and pretended to be a pirate ARR! Shiver me
Timbers! Also we got to play the game Pop up Pirate in small groups. Sara Blake,
Freddie and Arjuna had a great time and wanted to keep playing because they
were having so much fun. Furthermore we got to eat a pancake along with having
a pancake throwing competition.

Understanding the World
On a Friday afternoon in Science there has been lots of experiments that have
been both fun as well as very wet and messy! One of our strands was floating
and sinking - there were lots of chances for us to play and explore a variety of
objects in water, and also make boats out of different materials to see what
would happen. Grace and Freddie both made a boat and then placed toys inside
to see how much weight it could hold before it eventually sunk.
During the second half of the term, the focus has been about plants that are
edible and we explored and tasted lots of herbs and played with seeds and fruit.
Arjuna really liked to eat the mint and citrus fruits.

Please keep in touch. We hope you all stay safe during this difficult time.
Have a great Eater, love from the class 5 Team: Carolyn, Sarah, Umaira,
Tracey, Becky H and Nina

xxxx

Class 6
Welcome to Class 6’s Spring Newsletter. Our topics for this term have been
‘Mystery and Magic’ and ‘Seas and Oceans’. We have all been working really hard
and have made fantastic progress.

Literacy
In the spring term we loved listening to the the story of ‘Harry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone’ and reading ‘Harry saves the Ocean’ and all children loved
exploring the props. Some liked dressing up as Harry and flying high on a
broomstick around the classroom and some children wrote letters to Harry too.
‘Harry saves the ocean’ is the story of a mouse who goes on a trip to the seaside
and while walking along the sandy beach a whale is crying for help as she has a
plastic bag around her neck. Harry calls his friends for help and here is where
children in Class 6 get into action. Children learnt about aspects pf the current
situation of the oceans by helping Harry the mouse to clean up the mess and
make it better for all the animals and plants who live in it.
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Mathematics
In the spring term children explored measure and developed their
understanding of concepts such as full, empty, more and less in a varied range of
activities using liquids and solid materials.
Children also had opportunities to explore pattern using real life materials;
including listening to number songs, carrying out activities such as finding and
matching patterns around school, making patterns with foods and copying sound
patterns using recycled containers.
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Understanding the World
In Science we have explored magnets through play; finding out which materials
are attracted by magnets and playing with magnet construction shapes, painting
with magnets and metals, etc.
Children loved making exciting potions such as mixing bicarbonate of soda
with white vinegar and food colouring in pipettes; slime using cornflour,
water and food colouring, etc.
In Geography, we have been learning about seas and oceans and have
investigated water and/or sand using recycled plastic containers. Some children
loved sorting rubbish into different bins such as plastic, tin and cardboard.
In RE children listened to the parable ‘Loaves and fishes’ but instead we used
hot-cross buns and chocolate bars. Children were fantastic at sharing and
looked forward to the story every week.

Expressive Arts and Design
In Music children developed their ‘stop and go’ skills dancing and playing untuned
percussion instruments. Children also enjoyed activities such as dancing in time
to the pulse of the music being listened to and physically responding to music
stopping and starting.

In February we celebrated our annual Enrichment Week. It was a real success.
Children loved building vehicles with big cardboard boxes and decorating them,
printing tracks with patterned wheels on a large piece of paper, etc. Without a
doubt our favourite activity was the miniature railway at South Park in Cheadle
Hulme.

Physical Development

This term some children had the opportunity to visit Hazel Grove swimming
Centre on a weekly basis and continued to develop their water confidence and
basic swimming skills, as well as entering the pool safely and working on our
dressing and undressing skills.
In the Spring term a small group continued to enjoy our Woodland School
activities in the woodland area in Moss Hey’s ground. Children explored the
different types of trees and their leaves but their favourite part of every
session was climbing trees; very impressive climbing skills!

~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~

Wishing you all a happy Easter
from
the Class 6 team
Ernie, Becky, Feray, Jo, Cheryl, Becky-Kate and Nicola

~ ~~ ~~~ ~~ ~

We hope you all stay safe during this difficult time.

Class 7
Class 7 have had a busy and fun start to 2020!
We have enjoyed working on two different topics Mystery and Magic

and Seas and Oceans.

Literacy
We have enjoyed exploring all the props in our two sensory stories, “Witches
and Wizards Academy of Magic” and “Harry saves the Ocean”, which was a very
topical story all about recycling and the plastic problem in our seas.

Mathematics
We have been exploring number in Maths, using rhymes and songs in a variety of
different ways – having a great time counting to create spells and creatures in
the ocean!
Topic Maths has seen us learning about measuring and patterns. One highlight
was a textured pattern hunt around the classroom and also down the long
corridor.

Understanding the World
In, Science we have been exploring solids, liquids and gases. We have
experimented with altering states using the techniques of melting and freezing.
(It was hard to resist the melting chocolate!)

In Geography we have started a project to “Improve our environment”. We have
taken photographs of our outside area as ‘before’ shots and we are doing lots of
recycled art projects to create a brighter space for us to be in … watch this
space for the ‘after’ photos!

Physical Development
During our hall sessions, we have enjoyed continuing work on our gymnastics and
games skills, through balancing, climbing and throwing/receiving different kinds
of PE equipment.

Some of us have enjoyed sessions on the trampoline and also horse riding.
We have all developed our fine motor skills by creating our own play dough (flour
got everywhere!) then using it to strengthen our finger muscles. We have also
traced over patterns, threaded beads and completed peg boards.

We have also used different resources including paint to create potions with
different sensory textures and smells.

Expressive Arts and Design
We have explored the techniques of printing and papier mache in our art
sessions linked to pattern and recycling – we have made some wonderful
jellyfish!

In Music, we have created musical patterns with instruments as well as on the
resonance boards and also enjoyed lunch time music club with Holly. Some of us
have also visited the Gamelan music room at the Seashell Trust.

Finally, we all had an AMAZING time during ENRICHMENT WEEK, which
centred on activities based around trains…such a lot of fun!

We know that it has not been an easy time recently, but we are sure that you
are adjusting to the differences there are in life at the moment (just as we
are!) – Please make the most of this unexpected family time and try to see it as
a positive.
We will stay in touch and in the meantime we wish you all a very happy Easter!
Love from All the Class 7 Team xx
(Alison, Victoria, Carolyn, Ellie, Abbie, Fiona, Linda and Vanessa)

Elm Class
Elm class have had fun learning about Superheroes and Muck, mess, mixtures
and mini-beasts this half term. We have been exploring a range of messy
textures including foam, paint, soap, flour and water.

Literacy
We have enjoyed two sensory stories: Sam’s Sandwich this half term and
Supertato last half term. The children have thrown themselves into rescuing
vegetables from the evil peas and then this half term they experienced all sorts
of creepy-crawly surprises hiding in Sam’s sandwich.

Mathematics
Alongside our weekly maths number sessions and individual IEP work, we have
learnt about coins and money in our Happy Café sessions and time exploring
clocks and timers. The children had the opportunity to role play in Happy Café
involving choosing from a menu a drink and food item, passing the symbol and
handing over coins for something they’d like to eat or drink. During time
sessions, the children explored a range of activities in the hall for one or two
minutes using digital timers and sand timers.

Physical Development
Physical Development
This half term the children enjoyed their regular OT sessions in class to
prepare them for the day ahead. The children also engaged well with dance
sessions where children performed actions along to ‘Ants go marching in’, ‘Five
little speckled frogs’ and ‘Insey Winsey spider’ linked to our mini-beasts topic.
The children enjoyed using fabric and pom poms to follow the rhythm of the
songs.

Expressive Arts and Design
We have enjoyed lots of creative activities including painting and exploring a
range of textures. The children worked hard during enrichment week to create
a giant train using boxes they’d painted.
We have enjoyed making Easter and mother’s Day crafts. Music has featured we
really enjoyed a whole group music session with Holly during enrichment week.
Cooking and sensory play continues to be a firm favourite in Elm Class and we
have experienced mixing ingredients for bread and pancakes and choosing
toppings

rld
Understanding the World
As well as all of the above, the children loved Enrichment week which involved
some trips out of school to the Bramhall Valley site and St Michael’s Church to
explore a range of sensory activities linked to Alice in Wonderland.
This half term the children have enjoyed going out to the garden allotment to
have a go at digging, weeding, mud kitchen and exploring the environment

We know that it has not been an easy time recently, but we hope that you are
adjusting to the differences there are in life at the moment .
We will stay in touch and in the meantime we wish you all a very Happy Easter!
Best wishes from all the Elm class team: Kate, Sarah, Ashley, Emma and Debbie.

Oak Class
?

Oak have had another very busy half term. We said a temporary goodbye to one
of our TA’s Amy who is now on maternity leave after having a beautiful baby
boy, and we welcomed Ameemah to our team. The children have enjoyed a very
successful enrichment week as well as two fantastic topics: Muck, mess
mixtures and minibeasts, and Superheroes!

Literacy
We have enjoyed two sensory stories: Sam’s Sandwich this half term and
Supertato last half term. The children have thrown themselves into rescuing
vegetables from the evil peas and then this half term they experienced all sorts
of creepy-crawly surprises hiding in Sam’s sandwich.
As well as enjoying our sensory stories, we have been working on PECs and
communication board targets during these sessions. We have also experienced
dough disco and narrative sessions. We have been working hard on our early
writing skills.

Mathematics
As well as a weekly maths number session and individual IEP work, we have
learned about coins and money, and time. The children enjoyed a personalised
song about what we do on each day of the week. They then used timers to
experience playing games and instruments for one minute periods and freezing
when the timer exploded! This half term we have been
exchanging coins in role play situations and
matching and sorting real money.

Physical Development

A highlight for us
this term has to
be our sessions at Jump Space. We loved exploring the sensory room, using the
slide and soft play, having fun in the ball pool and learning some basic trampoline
skills. We were so proud of our class who were very sensible on their weekly trip
out, it was fantastic to see them grow in confidence each week on the
trampolines.

Expressive Arts and Design
We have done lots of art and design this term but some of our
best bits include superhero masks, turning ourselves into
superheroes by creating bodies for our photographs to go on
and not to forget Easter and mother’s Day crafts. Music has
featured throughout lots of our sessions and we really enjoyed a whole group

music session with Holly during enrichment week. Cooking and sensory play
continues to be a firm favourite in Oak Class and we have made pancakes,
trifles, cakes, playdough and smoothies- just to name a few this term!

Understanding the World
We have learned about growing up in history, looking at photos of ourselves as
babies and compared to now. We enjoyed baby play, bathing the dolls and
feeding and changing them. In science our topics have been classifying materials
and electricity. We have also been exploring our allotment in search for
minibeasts. We have learned about Easter and Mother’s Day.

As well as all of the above, we invited some children from the Bramhall Valley
site over to have a superhero party with us. Our children were so warm and
welcoming and everyone had a great time.
We hope you all have a lovely break and a Happy Easter,
Best wishes from the Oak Staff Team: Sarah, Anna, Andi, Ange, Angela and
Ameemah

Beech Class
Beech have had a fantastic half term! We said goodbye to our class teacher,
Laura, and welcomed Harriet into our team. We have also enjoyed a very
exciting enrichment week where we explored lots of train activities as well as
two great topics: Muck, mess mixtures and minibeasts, and Superheroes!
.

Literacy
We have enjoyed looking at two sensory stories; one called Supertato, all about
an unlikely superhero and one called Sam’s Sandwich where Sam makes a tasty
sandwich for his sister with a few extra creepy-crawly ingredients. We have
worked really hard at remembering parts of the stories to order them later on
and have even started re-enacting them on the playground!
As well as enjoying our sensory stories, we have been working on narrative and
early reading targets during weekend news and sight reading sessions. We have
also been working well on our early writing skills using them to put our names on
some of our art!

Mathematics
As well as a weekly maths number session and daily individual IEP work, we have
learned about money, and time. The children enjoyed a personalised story about
what we do on each day of the week where they were able to match the days
with the different activities. They then used timers to experience playing
games for one minute periods and freezing when the timer beeped! They also
practiced ordering the days of the week and the months of the year as well as
using time language such as first, next and after. This half term we have been
exchanging coins in role play situations, matching and sorting real money and
counting different amounts to pay for different food items.

Physical Development
One major highlight this term are our sessions at Jump Space. We loved
exploring the sensory room, using the slide and soft play, having fun in the ball
pool and learning some trampoline skills. The children go every other week and
we are so proud of how they have all coped with this system. They are growing
with confidence every time they go and always come back to school with a big
smile on their faces!
As well as Jump Space we have been taking part in mini-beast themed dance
sessions where some of us move freely in time with the music and others follow
actions to the different songs.

Expressive Arts and Design
This term, we have taken part in many art and design activities including making
our own superhero masks, making our own capes for our superhero Lolli-sticks
and let’s not forget our Easter and Mother’s Day crafts. We enjoyed weekly
music sessions sometimes in class and sometimes with Holly, our music therapist.
We all enjoyed a group music session with Holly during enrichment week based
on music from around the globe. Cooking is another favourite activity in Beech
class and pancakes, Eton Mess, smoothies, hot cross buns and cakes are just a
few examples of the yummy things we have made! We even made a cake train
during enrichment week!

Understanding the World
Last half term in history we learnt all about growing up and looked at ourselves
as babies compared to what we look like now. We loved trying to guess who it
was in the baby pictures and enjoyed baby play including feeding and changing
the dolls. In science we have looked at electricity and this half term are looking
at classifying materials through sensory play. We have loved exploring jelly,
cornflour gloop and pasta just to name a few! We have also been searching for
mini-beasts in our allotment and learnt about Easter and Mother’s Day.

We hope that despite the current restrictions, your Easter goes well.

Best wishes from the Beech Class Team: Harriet, Rachel, Nathan, Julia, Anthony
and Andrea

